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The influence of vortex impingement location, on the aerodynamic and acoustic response
of a rotating blade during an orthogonal interaction, is studied by means of computational
fluid dynamics. The objective is to identify and quantify precisely the noise reduction achieved
by reducing the blade span. The Batchelor vortex model is primarily considered as it accounts
for the axial velocity deficit observed in the core of realistic tip vortices. Separated simulations
were also carried out for a Lamb-Oseen vortex and a purely axial velocity deficit to highlight
and quantify the influence of the vortex velocity components on the interaction as well as to
balance design optimizations performed relying on methods not able to model viscous effects.
Analysis of the blade aerodynamic and acoustic responses show that the magnitude of the
thrust fluctuation and radiated noise are always higher for a Batchelor vortex than for a Lamb-
Oseen vortex when the vortex core impinges below the blade tip. For both vortex models, the
thrust fluctuation and radiated noise reach their peak for an interaction close to the blade
tip. They decrease slowly as the vortex impingement moves inward the blade and decrease
strongly as the vortex passes above the tip. Finally, the noise directivity pattern is dipolar for
interaction close to or above the blade tip and becomes more and more quadrupolar as the
radius of interaction moves toward the blade root.

Nomenclature
BPF blade passing frequency, Hz rc vortex core radius, m
C blade chord, m SWL sound power level dB
Cp pressure coefficient T thrust, N
CT thrust coefficient va vortex axial velocity, m s−1

Mh blade helical Mach number vHel helical velocity, m s−1

M0 blade tip rotational Mach number vθ vortex tangential velocity, m s−1

n angular frequency, Hz v∞ upstream flow velocity, m s−1

p pressure, Pa v∗u dimensionless upwash velocity
RInt blade/vortex interaction radius m β angle of attack, deg
R∗Int relative interaction radius Ω blade angular velocity rad s−1

R0 reference blade tip radius, m •∞ upstream value
Rt blade tip radius, m •̃ fluctuating value
R∗t relative blade tip radius
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I. Introduction

Orthogonal blade/vortex interactions (OBVI) occur on single propellers in pusher configuration or on aft rotors of
contra-rotating open-rotors (CROR) that operate in the wake of a fixed or rotating lifting surface. This wake, consisting
of a velocity deficit and of vortices generated at the tip or root, gives rise to impulsive thrust and torque fluctuations on
the propeller, increasing significantly vibrations and noise radiation. These phenomena can be partially mitigated by
placing adequately the side-edges of the control surfaces upstream to a single propeller or by reducing the radius of the
aft rotor on CRORs [1]. This is usually done in the early stages of the design process using preliminary design methods
unable to handle the complexity of OBVI.

In the past, OBVI has been studied thoroughly within the helicopter field with a focus on main rotor/tail rotor
interactions [2]. Analyses were carried out by means of dedicated experiments [3–10], analytical modeling [11, 12] and
numerical computations [7, 13–19]. These studies came to the conclusion that OBVI is complex and exhibit various
regimes depending on several non-dimensional parameters such as: the ratio of the vortex advection speed and vortex
maximum tangential velocity, the ratio of the blade thickness and vortex core radius, the ratio of the vortex axial velocity
deficit or excess and vortex maximum tangential velocity. Yet, most of the computations performed in the studies cited
above were carried out considering untwisted rectilinear blades with translation motion, which is quite different to the
blade/vortex interaction occurring on propellers and open rotors. In fact, the blade rotation, the rotor advance ratio,
and the location of the interaction on the blade influence strongly the blade aeroacoustic response to the interaction.
These parameters have started to be accounted for in recent studies launched to better understand and characterize
OBVI [20–25] in the context of open rotors and to improve the reliability of fast prediction methods [26–28].

Roger et al. [26] showed by analytical means that for a Lamb-Oseen vortex interacting with a finite blade, the
radiated noise is maximum when the vortex impinges exactly at the blade tip. The noise decreases as the impingement
occurs closer to the blade root, and decreases even sharper as it occurs above the blade tip. Yang et al. [24, 25]
simulated the interaction of a propeller with a Batchelor vortex. They found that blade torque fluctuation increases as the
interaction occurs closer to the blade tip and deduced that maximum torque fluctuation is obtained for an impingement
at the blade tip. Zehner et al. [23] focused on the relative influence of vortex axial and tangential velocities on the
aerodynamic and acoustic response of the blade during the interaction. They showed that the vortex tangential velocity
is responsible for the low-frequency content of the thrust fluctuation and noise radiation, whereas the axial velocity
deficit in the vortex core accounts for the high-frequency content, with some constructive interference mechanism in
between.

The present paper investigates the influence of the vortex impingement location on the blade aerodynamic and
acoustic response to the interaction. It extends previous results and analyses [29], with the objective to identify and
quantify precisely the noise reduction achieved by reducing the blade span in order to avoid the vortex core during
the interaction. The dimensionless parameters characterizing the vortex response [2] are the same as in Ref. [23],
resulting in a subcritical interaction in the weak-vortex regime where the cutting of the vortex by the blade does not alter
significantly the vortex structure. For this type of interaction, Liu and Marshall [16] have demonstrated that the physical
mechanisms governing the cutting process are mostly inviscid, and that the flow physics is not particularly sensitive to
Reynolds number. The governing equations solved for the current study are thus the unsteady Euler equations in the
compressible regime, that have proven to capture the main physical phenomena of blade/vortex interaction with respect
to blade aerodynamic and aeroacoustic responses [30].

To be as representative as possible, this study considers a Batchelor vortex model to account for the axial velocity
deficit observed in the core of realistic tip vortices. However, aerodynamic preliminary design studies and optimizations
are often carried out relying on fast prediction methods, for instance lifting line or panel methods, that cannot account
for viscous features and results in tip vortices consisting only in tangential velocity fields. Simulations are thus also
performed considering separately a Lamb-Oseen vortex and a purely axial velocity deficit to highlight and quantify the
influence of the vortex velocity components on the interaction as well as to balance the results of design optimization
performed relying on such methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the blade geometries, vortex characteristics and numerical
setup of the OBVI simulations carried out for this study. The results are presented and analyzed in section III, first from
an aerodynamic viewpoint, and then from an aeroacoustic perspective.
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II. Setup of the numerical experiment

The numerical setup is derived from the one used in a previous study to analyze the aeroacoustic response of
a rotating blade interacting with a Batchelor vortex for an impingement located at 90% of the blade span [23]. It
consists in a single blade of external radius R0 = 1 m, of inner radius Rroot = 0.2 m, with NACA 0002 airfoil section
of chord C = 0.2 m, rotating with a tip Mach number M0 = 0.65 within a coaxial flow of upstream Mach number
M∞ = 0.25, as sketched in Fig. 1. The vortex model considered in this study is a Batchelor vortex [31], with core
radius rc = 2.5 × 10−2R0. The tangential velocity magnitude is set to one quarter of the blade tip helical velocity,
vmax
θ = vHelTip/4 with vHelTip = (M2

∞ + M2
0 )1/2/c0, and c0 the sound speed. The magnitude of the Gaussian axial velocity

deficit in the core vmax
a is taken equal to vmax

θ . The infinite upstream flow in the reference frame attached to the vortex
center is thus given by:

vθ = vmax
θ (1 − e−α

2 r̄2
)/(r̄ (1 − e−α

2
)) (1)

vx = v∞ − vmax
a e−α

2 r̄2
(2)

with α ' 1.121 so that the maximum tangential velocity is reached for r̄ = 1. Density and pressure fields are
calculated by integrating the radial equilibrium equation with an homentropic hypothesis. In order to better quantify
the contribution to the interaction of the vortex tangential and axial velocity components, simulations have also been
carried out considering separately a Lamb-Oseen vortex [32, 33], with tangential flow field given by eqn (1), and with a
purely Gaussian axial velocity deficit of eqn (2).

The three dimensional unsteady compressible Euler

Fig. 1 Scheme of the blade/vortex interaction.

simulations are computed using a near-body/off-body
meshing strategy [34, 35], with a curvilinear blade mesh
rotating within an octree of Cartesian meshes. Contrarily
to viscosity, compressibility cannot be neglected a priori
due to the relative high helical Mach number of the blade
section interacting with the vortex core. Actually, de-
pending on the vortex strength and blade thickness, flow
acceleration at the blade leading edge could lead to the
formation of supersonic pockets possibly resulting in the
creation of vorticity or vortices due to the loss of colinear-
ity of the density and pressure gradient (baroclinic term
of the vorticity equation) through curved shocks [30].

The spatial discretization schemes are respectively third-order and fifth-order accurate [36, 37] on the near-body
curvilinear meshes and background Cartesian meshes. The time integration is implicit and second-order accurate. The
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is coupled with an aeroacoustic integral method to compute the noise generated by
the interaction. The Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings equation [38] is solved in its rotating solid surface formulation [39]
to compute the noise radiated on a sphere of radius 20R0. The Fourier analysis of the time acoustic signal is performed
for 100 harmonics of the Blade Passing Frequency (BPF ≈ 35.17 Hz). More details about the computational setup and
its accuracy can be found in Ref. [23].

In order to change the interaction location, only the blade span has been modified, all other parameters have been
kept constant. For all cases the radius at which the vortex impinges on the blade is thus RInt = 0.9R0. The simulations
have been run for seven blades with relative tip radii, defined as R∗Tip = RTip/R0, ranging from 0.818 to 1.125. These
values have been chosen so that the relative interaction radius, defined as R∗Int = RInt/RTip, varies linearly between 0.8
and 1.1, see Tab. 1. The vortex core impinges at the blade tip for R∗Int = 1, above for R∗Int > 1, and below for R∗Int < 1.
The different blade geometries and surfaces affected by the blade/vortex interaction are represented in Fig. 2.

Table 1 Relative blade tip and blade/vortex interaction radii.

R∗Tip 0.818 0.857 0.9 0.947 1 1.059 1.125

R∗Int 1.1 1.05 1 0.95 0.9 0.85 0.8
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Fig. 2 Area of blade/vortex interaction depending on the blade span.

For each blade geometry, three simulations were performed, one with a Batchelor vortex (tangential vortex with axial
flow), one with a Lamb-Oseen vortex, and one with a Gaussian axial velocity deficit. Note that an extra computation for
the smaller blade was done without vortex to quantify the numerical noise of the setup.

III. Results and discussions

A. Blade aerodynamic response to the interaction
For an OBVI between a blade in translation motion and a vortex without axial velocity, the flow exhibits a symmetry

between the upper and lower sides of the blade and no lift is created during the interaction. This is not the case anymore
when a rotation motion is added to the blade. In this configuration, any flow disturbance will create an unsteady thrust
component, positive or negative, depending on the modification of the velocity triangle at each radial station. The
velocity triangles accounting for the Batchelor and Lamb-Oseen vortices, and axial velocity deficit are compared to the
velocity triangles without perturbation in Fig. 3 for blade radial stations corresponding to the vortex center, and the
vortex center plus or minus the vortex radius.

In case of an interaction with a Lamb-Oseen vortex exhibiting the same direction of rotation as the blade, the
summation of the mean flow and vortex velocity components increases the relative velocity seen by the blade at
R = RInt − rc , and generates a positive incidence. At this radial station, the Lamb-Oseen vortex interaction results in a
local upwash and a positive thrust fluctuation. At R = RInt + rc , we observe a decrease of the relative velocity as well as
a negative incidence, resulting in a local downwash and a negative thrust fluctuation at this radial station during the
interaction. Note that since the velocity is zero in the vortex core, the Lamb-Oseen vortex does not alter the relative
velocity at R = RInt.

In case of an interaction with a purely axial velocity deficit, we observe in Fig. 3 a decrease of the norm of the
relative velocity seen by the blade and a positive incidence for the three radial stations. The interaction with an axial
velocity deficit leads to an upwash around the radial station R = RInt, and thus a positive thrust fluctuation. The
maximum incidence is obtained at R = RInt.

Finally, for an interaction with a Bachelor vortex, whose velocity field is the summation of the Lamb-Oseen vortex
and the axial velocity deficit, we observe an increase of the velocity norm and a strong positive incidence at radial
station R = RInt − rc , and a decrease of the velocity norm and a lesser negative incidence at radial station R = RInt + rc .
The behavior at R = RInt is similar to the one observed for the axial velocity deficit. The Batchelor vortex generates an
upwash, respectively a downwash, on the blade span below, respectively above, the interaction radius. Consequently,
when the vortex core is chopped by the blade, the latter experiences a positive thrust fluctuation from the root and
approximately up to the interaction radius and a negative thrust fluctuation on the upper part and up to the blade tip.
This phenomenon can also be observed on the unsteady component of the pressure coefficient at the blade leading edge,
plotted in Fig. 4, where the areas colored in red highlight the displacement of the stagnation point along the blade span
during the interaction.
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(a) R = RInt − rc (b) R = RInt (c) R = RInt + rc

Fig. 3 Velocity triangle modifications at blade azimuth zero and at different blade radii depending on the
velocity perturbations added to the meanflow. No perturbation ( ), Batchelor vortex ( ), Lamb-Oseen
vortex ( ), axial velocity deficit ( ).

(a) Batchelor vortex (b) Lamb-Oseen vortex (c) Axial velocity deficit

Fig. 4 Pressure coefficient fluctuation and streamlines on the blade leading edge at azimuth 0 deg for the inter-
action at R∗Tip = 1 (i.e. R∗Int = 0.9) with different flow perturbations. Blade thickness enlarged for visualisation.
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Let us introduce the relative upwash velocity experienced

Fig. 5 Relative upwash velocity induced by the
vortex in the frame attached to the blade section
at the azimuth of interaction.

by the blade at the azimuth of interaction, defined by v∗upwash =

vupwash/vHel, where vupwash is the projection of the instantaneous
velocity on the direction normal to the blade chord, and vHel
is the kinematic helical velocity, i.e. the colored arrows in
Fig. 3. The formula giving v∗upwash was derived in Ref. [23]
from the vortex tangential and axial velocities, blade kinematics,
and blade geometry. It is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of
the non-dimensional interaction radius R∗Int. For a Batchelor
vortex having tangential and axial velocity components of same
magnitude, this upwash changes of sign slightly above the vortex
center, resulting in a downwash on the external part of the blade.
For a Lamb-Oseen vortex, this sign change occurs exactly at
the vortex center while it is always positive for a purely axial
velocity deficit. For the different blade spans considered in this
study, it is thus expected that the maximum thrust fluctuation
due to the OBVI will be reached for a vortex impingement radius
corresponding to the sign change of the upwash.

The unsteady component of the blade thrust coefficient [40], based on the reference blade radius and defined as
CR0
T = T/(16ρ∞n2R4

0) with T the thrust, ρ the density, and n the blade angular frequency, is plotted in Fig. 6 for azimuth
angles around the interaction. Only four cases are displayed to enhance readability. The interaction is clearly visible
close to 360° and the thrust fluctuation has a larger magnitude and a steeper shape at its maximum for the Batchelor
vortex than for the Lamb-Oseen vortex. This is due to the contribution of the axial velocity deficit in the vortex core
that results in an impulsive and localized thrust fluctuation that adds itself to the thrust fluctuation due to the tangential
velocity component.

(a) Batchelor vortex. (b) Lamb-Oseen vortex. (c) Axial deficit.

Fig. 6 Evolution of thrust coefficient during orthogonal blade/vortex interaction for different values of R∗Int.

The highest thrust fluctuations are observed for interaction radii close to the blade tip, with a significant decrease
when the vortex core impinges lower on the blade or passes above the blade tip. The maximal value of the thrust
coefficient is plotted in Fig. 7 for all relative interaction radii of Tab. 1. For interactions with a Lamb-Oseen vortex, the
magnitude of thrust fluctuation increases progressively with the interaction radius, reaching a maximum exactly at the
blade tip. The peak of the thrust fluctuation is always greater for the Batchelor vortex with a similar rise as the blade tip
is approached and a rapid fall when the vortex core passes above the blade tip. The magnitude is then almost equal for
the two vortex models. The maximum value for the Batchelor vortex is reached for an interaction radius slightly before
the tip, for R∗Int between 0.95 and 1.
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For each vortex model, the highest thrust fluctuation is

Fig. 7 Maximum value of thrust coefficient as a
function of R∗Int.

reached when the whole blade experiences a positive velocity
upwash during the interaction. For the Lamb-Oseen vortex,
this happens when the vortex core impinges at the blade
tip. For the Batchelor vortex, the flow incidence variation β
depending on the blade section, derived in Ref. [23], yields:

β = arctan
v∞ − va (r − RInt)
−rΩ + vθ (r − RInt)

+ arctan
v∞

rΩ
(3)

where v∞ is the upstream flow velocity, and Ω is the angular
speed. Looking back at Fig. 3, the incidence variation β
is the angle between the relative velocities seen by a blade
section with and without flow pertubation. Its value is plotted
for both vortex models and the purely axial velocity deficit in
Fig. 8. The curve corresponding to the Batchelor vortex with
tangential and axial velocities of same magnitude becomes
negative for a radius slightly higher than the vortex center.
For our interaction parameters, equation (3) shows that β is
positive for r ≤ 0.921 and negative for r ≥ 0.921, meaning
that the blade aerodynamic response is maximum when the
vortex core impacts just below the blade tip, for R∗Tip =

0.921, i.e. R∗Int = 0.977. This value is slightly below the one
extrapolated by Yang et al. [25].

The pressure coefficient Cp on the blade suction side

Fig. 8 Variation of flow incidence induced by the
vortex in the frame attached to the blade section.

at azimuth 360° is displayed in Fig. 9 for four relative in-
teraction radii. The aerodynamic response of the blade to
the OBVI is mostly located around the blade leading edge,
extending from the blade root to the blade tip. This large ex-
tension is due to the low decay of the potential velocity field
of the vortex and means that OBVI cannot be fully avoided
by cropping a blade. The change of sign of the pressure
coefficient on the suction side is located very close to RInt
for the Lamb-Oseen vortex and is slightly shifted toward
the blade tip for the Batchelor vortex in accordance with the
variation of flow incidence displayed in Fig. 5. Finally it
is noteworthy that the Cp distribution on all blades is very
close to the one that would be obtained by truncating the
blade with the largest span.

B. Blade acoustic response to the interaction
The noise radiated in the far-field by the OBVI has been computed on a sphere of radius 20R0. The acoustic

signatures have been Fourier-transformed and integrated to compute the over all sound power level (OASWL), plotted
in Fig. 10. The trend observed on the OASWL is very similar to the one already observed on the thrust fluctuation
displayed in Fig. 7. For interactions with a Lamb-Oseen vortex, the OASWL increases progressively as the vortex core
moves toward the blade tip and decreases with a stronger rate as the vortex core passes the blade tip. This behavior is
coherent with the results obtained by Roger et al. [26] for this vortex model. For interactions with a Batchelor vortex,
the OASWL increases also progressively as the vortex core moves toward the blade tip but the maximum is reached
for R∗Int between 0.95 and 1. Once the maximum is reached, the slope of the OASWL decreases drastically and for
R∗Int ≥ 1.05, the levels become the same for the two vortex models since the axial velocity deficit within the vortex core
does not impinge on the blade anymore. The contribution of the axial velocity deficit results in an increase of 4 dB for
R∗Int ≤ 0.95 on the OASWL for the Batchelor vortex, and of 2 dB when the impact occurs at the blade tip.
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(a) Batchelor vortex.

(b) Lamb-Oseen vortex.

(c) Axial deficit.

Fig. 9 Pressure coefficient Cp on the blade suction side for different blade spans. Blade at azimuth 360°.
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The sound power levels (SWLs) of the blade fundamental

Fig. 10 Over all sound power level for different
values of R∗Int.

and its harmonics are plotted in Fig. 11 for a selection of blades,
for the two vortex models and the axial velocity deficit. For
the two blade-vortex interactions, the maxima are obtained for
BPF = 2 and follow the trend observed for the OASWL, with
highest levels for interactions near the blade tip. Consistently,
SWLs are always higher for the interaction with the Batche-
lor vortex, with a significant contribution at high frequencies
which is due to the axial component, as demonstrated in [23].
Since this supplementary contribution vanishes as the vortex
passes above the tip, the curves are identical for both vortex
models for R∗Int ≥ 1.05. For interactions with a Lamb-Oseen
vortex, the SWLs decrease strongly and linearly up to a certain
frequency after which the slope becomes less steep. This transi-
tion frequency varies with the radius of interaction on the blade.
For interactions with a Batchelor vortex, the gentler slope of
the spectra is due to the mid- and high-frequency contributions
of the Gaussian velocity deficit in the vortex core [23] also plot-
ted in Fig. 11. Consequently, the gap between the Batchelor
and Lamb-Oseen interactions increases with the frequency, and
its amplitude is directly linked to the magnitude of the velocity
deficit.

(a) Batchelor vortex. (b) Lamb-Oseen vortex. (c) Axial deficit.

Fig. 11 Radiated sound power levels depending on R∗Int

For interactions with the Lamb-Oseen vortex, the frequency at which the change of slope occurs in the spectra
cannot be linked to a specific component of the velocity field and appears to depend on the blade length. To investigate
this point, acoustic directivities of tones below and above the transition frequency, around 10 BPF, have been plotted in
Fig. 12 for the interaction at R∗Int = 0.8. The directivity patterns are dipolar for frequencies lower than the transition
frequency and quadrupolar for frequencies higher than the transition frequency. This means that the relative interaction
radius act as a filter on the tangential velocity decomposition in the Fourier space. A simple analysis can be carried out
based on the sketch drawn in Fig. 13. Fourier components of the vortex velocity whose wavelength are lower than twice
the distance between the interaction radius and the blade tip are supported by the blade and will behave acoustically as
two dipoles of opposite phase, thus leading to a quadrupolar directivity. On the contrary, Fourier components of the
vortex velocity with larger wavelengths are not supported by the blade and will result only in an acoustic dipole on the
blade span lower than the interaction radius. This reasoning on the transition frequency, noted fdq , between dipolar and
quadrupolar directivities leads to the very simple formula:

fdq
BPF

=
πR∗Int

1 − R∗Int
(4)
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(a) f = BPF (b) f = 11BPF (c) f = 21BPF

Fig. 12 Far-field acoustic directivity of selected tones for a Lamb-Oseen vortex interaction at R∗Int = 0.8.

Fig. 13 Filtering of the velocity upwash by
the blade.

Fig. 14 Predicted and measured transition frequency be-
tween dipolar and quadrupolar directiviy patterns.

According to this formula, the transition frequency exists for any relative interaction radius in the interval [0,1]. This
strengthens the results of Roger et al. [26] who observed a transition from quadrupolar to dipolar directivity patterns
when accounting for blade span-end effect. The predicted frequency, plotted in Fig. 14, is compared to the transition
frequency measured for Lamb-Oseen vortex interactions at different blade radii. Predicted values are very accurate for
R∗Int ≤ 0.9 but precision diminishes as the interaction moves to the blade tip, notably due to the difficulty to identify
clearly fdq in the spectra.

Finally, the over all sound pressure level (OASPL) directivities are displayed in Fig. 15. For OBVI close to or above
the blade tip (R∗Int ≥ 0.9), OASPL directivities exhibit a dipolar pattern for the two vortex models. For R∗Int = 0.8,
the directivity pattern of the OASPL radiated by the interaction with a Lamb-Oseen is mainly quadrupolar and this
quadrupolar pattern seems partly present in the OASPL directivity of the interaction with the Batchelor vortex. Shifting
the interaction radius toward the inner section of the blade would thus reduce the radiated OASWL and change the
directivity into a quadrupolar pattern rather than a dipolar one.
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(a) Batchelor vortex. (b) Lamb-Oseen vortex. (c) Axial velocity deficit.

Fig. 15 OASPL acoustic directivity in far-field.

IV. Conclusion

The influence of vortex model and blade span on orthogonal blade/vortex interaction has been studied by means of
numerical simulation relying on a validated methodology detailed in Ref. [23]. The vortex model primarily considered
in this study is the Batchelor vortex, which exhibits a velocity field with tangential and axial components as do realistic
tip vortices. To gain insight and deepen the analysis, simulations have also been carried out using a Lamb-Oseen vortex
(azimuthal velocity only), and a purely Gaussian axial velocity deficit. Changing the vortex impingement radius on the
blade is achieved by increasing or reducing the blade span and seven relative interaction radii, ranging from 0.8 to 1.1,
were studied.

The main results based on the analysis of the blade aerodynamic and acoustic responses are the following: when
the vortex core impinges below the blade tip, the magnitude of the thrust fluctuation and radiated noise are always
higher for a Batchelor vortex than for a Lamb-Oseen vortex. For both vortex models, the thrust fluctuation and radiated
noise reach their peak for an interaction close to the blade tip, exactly at the tip for a Lamb-Oseen vortex and just
below (R∗Int = 0.98) for the Batchelor vortex. The aerodynamic and acoustic responses decrease slowly as the vortex
impingement moves inward the blade and decrease strongly as the vortex passes above the tip. Finally, the noise
directivity pattern is dipolar for interaction close to or above the blade tip and becomes more and more quadrupolar as
the radius of interaction moves toward the blade root. As a consequence, design optimization aiming at propeller/vortex
interaction noise should not focus on sound power level only but account also for the directivity of the interaction noise.
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